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1. Loading capacity:
    PRO300 = 100 lbs. 
    PRO200 = 90 lbs. 

2. Pull out force is reduced, making the drawer easier to open.

3. PRO300 has a new “twin spring” soft-close mechanism, with 
    an improved hydraulic damper.  The twin springs offer a much 
    more stable and smooth closing action than the old single 
    spring design of the PRO200. (Fig.1)

4. Soft-close on the PRO200 is activated by a steel pin
    clicking into the plastic moving plate as the diagram shows
    on right. The steel into plastic interface can cause possible
    breakage. (Fig. 2)

    On PRO300, the activating component on the slide is a
    high strength polymer that eliminates accidental damage
    on the connecting point of the soft close mechanism.  This
    polymer to polymer interface is much more reliable. (Fig. 3)

PRO300 Soft-Close VS. PRO200 Soft-Close
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5.  PRO300 features a new “double” locking system: In normal
     operation, the tab on the moving plate is locked into the rear 
    hole of the locking plate on the drawer member. (Fig.4)

   

     However, in some applications, if the slide is slightly loose, 
     the tab on the moving plate cannot engage with the 1st hole 
     of the locking plate (marked yellow in the above diagram), the 
     new 2nd hole (marked in red in below diagram) can now lock 
     the tab in place to ensure the soft close functions. (Fig. 5)

Plastic component on the outer 
member with buffer
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Plastic bearing with buffer.

PRO300 Soft-Close VS. 
PRO200 Soft-Close
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6. PRO300 features a brand new polymer inner and outer “buffer” on the cabinet and intermediary members of the slide.
     These new buffers compress slightly before engaging. As a result, the slide opens and closes much smoother and
     quieter. (Fig. 6)

Fig.  6


